
This weekâ€™s featured exhibitions:Heinz Frank at LambdaLambdaLambdaCÃ©cile B. Evans at La Salle de BainsMitchell Anderson at Maria BernheimChristine Sun Kim at FranÃ§ois GhebalyCandice Lin at Friends
IndeedJill Mulleady at Gladstone GalleryCaleb Considine at BureauAutumn Ramsey at Park View/Paul SotoJacqueline Humphries at Gisela CapitainLiu Shiyuan at Tanya BonakdarHarald KlingelhÃ¶ller at Konrad
FischerFrida Orupabo at KOENIG2 by_robbygreifHito Steyerl at K21Have an exellent week.Artist:Â Hito SteyerlVenue:Â K21, DÃ¼sseldorfExhibition Title:Â I Will SurviveDate: September 26, 2020 â€“ January 10,
2021Curated By: Doris KrystofNote: A publication associated with the exhibition is available here.Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Video:Hito
Steyerl, November, 2004. Single-channel digital video, sound. 00:41 (excerpt).Images courtesy of K21, DÃ¼sseldorfPress Release:The exhibition Hito Steyerl. I Will Survive at K21 is the first comprehensive overview of
the work of the artist, filmmaker, and author to be presented in a German museum. The exhibition developed jointly by the Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen and the Centre Pompidou will first be presented in
DÃ¼sseldorf and will then travel to Paris, where it will be on view beginning in February 2021.Susanne Gaensheimer, Director of the Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen: â€œWith the exhibition Hito Steyerl. I Will
Survive at K21, we are very pleased to present a comprehensive overview of the work of this important artist, filmmaker, and authorfor the first time in Germany. Steyerl is currently one of the most important positions
internationally when it comes to reflecting on the social role of art and museums, experimenting with forms of media presentation, and critically examining data and the use of artificial intelligence.â€•At the center of the
presentation at K21 is the new multimedia installation SocialSim developed especially for the exhibition, with which Steyerl (b. 1966) critically explores the potentials of digitality, simulation, and artificial intelligence with
regard to artistic creativity, modes of museum presentation, social upheavals, and pandemic conditions. This work explores the social fault lines and conditions of art production during the pandemic. It is also a reflection
on collective hysteria and social networks. Steyerl turns a critical eye on the mass production of content, which is being increasingly taken over or manipulated by algorithms. â€œSocialSimâ€• also looks back on other
moments of mass hysteria in the past, like the dancing mania in the 14th and 16th centuries, which Steyerl translates into a social simulation called Dancing Mania. The work also features a TV police inspector on furlough
because of the pandemic, and a task force looking for the lost painting â€œSalvator Mundiâ€• by Leonardo da Vinci.SocialSim will be shown on the lower level of K21, together with a comprehensive selection of earlier
works by Steyerl. In addition to large-scale installations from the past ten years (In Free Fall, 2010; Guards, 2012; How Not to Be Seen. A Fucking Didactic Educational .Mov File, 2013; Is the Museum a Battlefield?, 2013;
Duty-Free Art, 2015; HellYeahWeFuckDie, 2016; The City of Broken Windows, 2018; This is the Future / Power Plants, 2019; and Mission Accomplished: Belanciege, 2019) the focus is on early films made shortly after
Steyerl completed her studies in Documentary Film Direction. Deutschland und das Ich (Germany and the Ego, 1994), Babenhausen (1997), Die leere Mitte (The Empty Middle, 1998), and NormalitÃ¤t (Normality, 1999)
are devoted to the resurgent racism and nationalism in post-reunification Germany. With November (2004) and Lovely Andrea (2007), two films central to Steyerlâ€™s work will be shown, in which the circulation of
images, the motif of death (of her friend Andrea Wolf), and the critical questioning of the sustainability of the documentary mode in film prove to be the core of Steyerlâ€™s filmic-artistic approach. In theory and practice,
Steyerlâ€™s oeuvre represents a key contribution to the â€œdocumentary turnâ€• in the visual arts around the year 2000. As a whole, the exhibition reveals how, overthe past thirty years, Steyerl has followed the
mutation of camera images from the analog image and its manifold montages to the split, fluid digital image and the resulting implications for the representation of wars, climate change, and capital flows.Steyerlâ€™s films
are often impregnated by the visual nervousness of the Internet. The images, which are massively distributed, shared, manipulated, and commented on the World Wide Web, constitute a rich pool for her associative film
collages, in which various image processing techniques, including the extensive use of 3D animation, are employed. This reveals a distance to the language of traditional documentary films, which Steyerl has defined
under the term â€œdocumentary uncertaintyâ€• and described and analyzed in numerousessays and lectures. A graduate of the HFF â€“ University of Television and Film in Munich, who later completed her doctorate in
Philosophy and is now Professor for Experimental Film and Video at the UdK â€“ University of the Arts in Berlin, Steyerl also draws on historical sources for her films and texts, incorporating Walter Benjaminâ€™s
philosophy of history and the â€œnegative dialecticâ€• of the Frankfurt School as a supporting foundation in the video essay format she helped to develop. Among the numerous sources used productively are, to name
perhaps the most important, Theodor W. Adornoâ€™s comments on the essay as a sketchy, subjective form of argumentation, Harun Farockiâ€™s essay film, and finally Jean-Luc Godardâ€™s revolutionary cinematic
language. These are complemented by quotations from pop culture from disco hits to Monthy Pythonâ€™s Flying Circus and game design. Yet despite her wit and penchant for paradox, behind Steyerlâ€™s trenchant
andâ€”with a maximum length of thirty minutesâ€”rather short films, there is a coherent interest in post-colonial criticism, ecological theory, feminist approaches, the criticism of Big Data and the surveillance industry, with
which Steyerl herself now exerts a great influence on the artistic theory and practice of a younger generation.A further critical questioning of her own authorship becomes apparent in November (2004), for example, when
a voiceover (Steyerl) states: â€œIt is not I who tell the story, but rather the story that tells me.â€• Here, it becomes clear that Steyerl is concerned with a history of resistance that is not only her own, but that of an entire
generation, as Florian Ebner pointed out in the laudation for the artist on the occasion of the awarding of the KÃ¤the Kollwitz Prize at the Academy of the Arts in Berlin in February 2019.The presentation is not only
Steyerlâ€™s first comprehensive survey exhibition in Germany and her first major exhibition in France, it also combines a German-French perspective on the work. At a time when art is increasingly becoming the object of
investment and speculation, determined and driven by the private commercial interests of large galleries and powerful oligarchs, the concept of public art is taking on a new relevance. Here, the artistâ€™s approach
meets the heightened awareness of the cohesion of the public sphere and art, as genuinely represented by the two state museums, the Kunstsammlung Nordrhein-Westfalen and the Centre Pompidou. Last but not least,
the antagonism between the private and the public spheres is the subject of Steyerlâ€™s new work, and against this background, the collaboration between the two museums can be interpreted as a statement in favor of
art within the framework of a socially responsible cultural policy.Link: Hito Steyerl at K21Artist:Â Frida OrupaboVenue: KOENIG2 by_robbygreif, ViennaDate: October 22, 2020 â€“ January 9, 2021Click here to view
slideshowï»¿Full gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Video:ï»¿Images couresy of KOENIG2 by_robbygreif, Vienna. Photos by Philipp Friedrich.Press Release:FRIDA ORUPABO born
1986 in Sarpsborg, Norway lives and works in OsloThe official-artistic career of Frida Orupabo developed out of the digital world of algorithms: she was working as a social worker for sex workers and victims forced into
prostitution when Arthur Jafa came across her Instagram account @nemiepeba three years ago. It is certainly not a convenient aesthetic that operates Orupabo&#8217;s feed and that ultimately led her to the Venice
Biennale in 2019, but rather a relentless confrontation with omnipresent historical and simultaneously contemporary sociological problems: gender, racism, post-colonialism, violence, identity. Since 2013 the
Norwegian-Nigerian artist has collected almost archivally authentic visual evidence distributed in popular media, amongst them photographic and film records of colonial violence and images of women. The imaging
sources are multi-faceted; they imply the establishment of an eternal flow of norms yet at the same time dismissing them. Orupabo decodes this ambiguity in her artistic work and scrutinises the existing images
constructed by art history, science, pop culture and colonialism, not without evoking others at the same time. She integrates the public image into the self image and addresses herself to her own origin just as much as to
the moral and ethical failures of humanity.We see a hen mounted on the wall of the exhibition space, made movable by means of paper clips, independent of the status of its vitality. It is a symbol for ritual and sustenance,
abstracted from the immediate frame of reference of humans, who since time immemorial are accustomed to subjugate life forms without a second thought and to exploit them for their own good. This hierarchic
compulsion does not even spare members of their own species. It is mostly such monochrome works that Frida Orupabo offers to us in the exhibition spaces. The complete denial of colour is thereby not based only on the
lack of colour of the archival material or on aesthetic expediency, but instead is deliberately deployed in order to filter and manipulate fundamental essences and intensities. In a six-part photo work the artist directs our
sight from seemingly abstract patterns from nature towards the unsparing documentation of an injection, that appears even more concrete in dialogue with the visually and cognitively mild abstractions. In this, we feel
ourselves reminded of the fact that mankind has only ostensibly freed itself from nature; it continues to dominate via aspects beyond our control, such as disease. The human coping mechanism for this disempowerment
from the outset has always been religion: the mediating question between mankind and nature, jesus?, reminds us not least of the enforced conversion to Christianity in large areas of the colonial territories.In addition to
black/white, there are also impact-suffused colours such as an intensive red â€“ an uncompromising, active colour that additionally activates the subjects of the works as well as the performativity inherent in them. The
colour accompanies us through the entire space and leads us to a large-scale photograph of a man, revised into a negative. His hat in his hand, he smiles at us in friendly fashion and one cannot avoid wondering what his
story might be. Even without an answer one feels connected to him, and experiences the search, frequently revisited by Orupabo, for the relationship between foreign identity and one&#8217;s own identity. The fact that
this relationship in many cases is not at all comfortable is demonstrated by a video work installed on the floor: due to the placement the viewer is forced to look down on the groups represented there. This metaphorical
staging of perspective taxes our conscience; as in involuntary agent, one becomes a protagonist of an unavoidable situation of discrimination.In her works, Orupabo introduces almost untold yet ubiquitous narratives that
unite the various dimensions of time and reality with one another. This multidimensionality is based not only on the appropriated visual material; instead, Orupabo&#8217;s works far rather constitute their own proper time
that relates to consensual perception. They compel one to look, and return it generally unequivocally; they inscribe themselves irreversibly on our memory and grasp at the collective (un)known. They trigger individually
electrifying, emotional chains of association, independent of the personal socio-cultural background; the sum of these chains ultimately coalesces in the works into an unending reception platform that is not dissimilar to
the internet. Frida Orupabo&#8217;s work is timeless, constantly changing, reflecting not only the ephemeral exhibition spaces but also more permanent ways of thinking.(Teresa Kamencek, 2020, translated by Sarah
Cormack)Link: Frida Orupabo at KO
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